Container Graphics' M-PRESS line of cutting and creasing rule, has created new opportunities in corrugated packaging design and has revolutionized die-cutting on rotary equipment.

M-PRESS features razor-sharp, super-hard, triangular-shaped teeth. These teeth are designed to pierce both the inside and the outside liners in precise lengths that result in very unique product features. Features that sell and that can be run in your plant day-in and day-out.

**Reverse Slit-Score**

On Rotary PRESSes?
Yes! M-PRESS Slit-Score creates slit-scores on rotary die-cutters that fold outward. M-PRESS cuts cleanly, and precisely into the sheet- even through double-wall, without crushing the flutes or marking the printed side.

**Perf and Perf-Score That Works.**

M-PRESS Perf-Score makes perfectly straight folds, even those parallel to the flutes. And it does not hang-up the sheet. No more wrapping! M-PRESS Perf and Perf-Score allows the sheet to release cleanly with less board crush and less blanket wear.

**Improved Tear Features.**

Tear-outs, punch-outs, tear strips, and break-away features are notoriously difficult to manufacture consistently and reliably. M-PRESS makes these features better and easier to produce. Tear-features made from M-PRESS sell more boxes.

**It's A Sharp Idea Your Customers Will Like.**

M-PRESS isn't a just-off-the-drawing-board idea. It's in use today in hundreds of successful operations. Take advantage of this sharp idea to sell and make boxes with unique folding and tear features on your rotary die-cutters.

---

Great For:
- Tear Outs
- Reverse Slit Score
- And More

Another Cost Effective Solution...